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Don't forget to include making a Thanksgiving Turkey Recipe Book as part of your lesson plans while reading
all these great books. Get on board with this story and your students will thank you for it. By Brian Smith
Grades PreKâ€”K, 1â€”2 Before you head out the classroom door on Thanksgiving break, here are ten books
about turkeys that your students need to hear! For this unique project, students choose a location for the party,
the guests that they will invite, the food that they will serve, ideas for gifts, and fun games that they will play
at Mickey Mouse's birthday party. At the beginning of the week, we focus on responding to the book. He
looks just like a Christmas tree, a candy cane, and Santa â€” almost! Smart Notebook to understand together
the different animals and collaborating on what sounds correspond to each animal through a discussion, and
interaction with the lesson activity. Choose an appropriate name for your character and describe what the
character looks like and how the character acts. We hang these up on our bulletin board for the month of
November. Pretend that Walt Disney has asked you to create a new cartoon character and a friend for Mickey
Mouse. Your students will enjoy designing a project that looks like Abraham Lincoln using this unique
activity. When Turkey dresses up he looks just like a ghost, a ballerina, and a pirate â€” almost! In our forest
unit we talked about animals using camouflage where they used colors to make themselves look like their
natural surroundings. Do the extremes have self contained programs? The Gettysburg Address begins with:
"Four score and seven years ago our fathers brought forth, upon this continent, a new nation, conceived in
Liberty, and dedicated to the proposition that all men are created equal. Collaboration co-working, co-creating;
more than just communication Collaborators: How are students working? I mixed up Race to the Top with
Common Core neither of which our state participates in Find me, dad2ella, on Pinterest and Twitter. With
disguises of course. Do vouchers help poor kids? Kids will laugh and the voices of Ollie, Cassie, and Wing are
so distinct that it makes for a great read-aloud. I give all my students the same turkey image and they color and
then use construction paper to create a disguise to hide their turkey. Turkey Trouble Retell. Yes because after
learning the important concepts in the story through the learning activities, students have their own autonomy
to make their Turkey any way they want to be in disguise. Alignment: Are standards, learning goals,
instruction, learning activities, and assessments all aligned, both topically and cognitively? When the story is
over I let the students know they will now be working on recalling the order of disguises turkey used in the
story. I turned her test around and made her put her privacy folder up. Technology as Means, Not End: When
digital technologies are utilized, do the tools overshadow, mask, or otherwise draw the focus away from
important learning? Technology Adds Value: Does technology add value so that students can do their work in
better or different ways than are possible without the technology? Create a poster that promotes the 3Rs:
Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle. In , Mickey became the first cartoon character to have a star on the Hollywood
Walk of Fame. I wonder what that means. To be quite honest I am not sure if I am going to make it. All Rights
Reserved. Does anyone think they know the special word which means I get dressed up to look like something
else so no one will recognize me? This is about a turkey family getting on the Turkey Train to travel for a
great snow day full of skiing and sledding. This book is the one book that I always read when giving the now
classic assignment of giving your students a paper turkey to disguise so that they survive the Thanksgiving
holiday. Assessment Technology: Are digital technologies being used to facilitate the assessment process? In
the past years I have seen some very creative ideas such as a cowboy, dinosaur, princess, football player, and
elephant. The Turkey Train by Steve Metzger and illustrated by Jim Paillot This is the same team that brought
us Ollie, Cassie, and Wing, but this time they paired up and brought us a great rhyming book.


